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STEVE DOUBLE MP LEADS WESTMINSTER HALL DEBATE ON CRITICAL MINERALS

CMA (UK) HOSTS RECEPTION ON UK MINING SKILLS GAPS AT INNOVATION ZERO 2024

FOUNDER & CEO KIRSTY BENHAM JOINS UK GOVERNMENT CRITICAL IMPORTS COUNCIL

UK-MONGOLIA MOU ON CRITICAL MINERALS
Welcome to the CMA (UK) Monthly Newsletter, featuring updates on the critical minerals space. Read on for:

- CMA (UK) Hosts Networking Reception at Innovation Zero 2024
- Steve Double MP Leads Westminster Hall Debate on Critical Minerals
- CMA (UK) Founder & CEO Kirsty Benham Joins Critical Imports Council
- UK-Mongolia Sign Memorandum of Understanding on Critical Minerals
- Foreign Secretary David Cameron Plans Landmark Visit to Central Asia
- Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative Releases Progress Report
- ICMM Launches New Consolidated Mining Standard Initiative (CMSI)
- Innovate UK MRE Hosts Forum on Advanced Materials for the Future
- Register for Innovate UK KTN Workshops on AI for the Materials Sector
- Responsible Raw Materials Hosts 2024 Conference on Critical Choices
- US Secretary Blinken Launches MSP Forum with EU Commission
- DoE Announces $75M for Critical Minerals Supply Research Facility
- Mkango Resources Raises £750k for UK Rare Earth Recycling Project
- UNRMS Launches Case Study Into Minerals Extraction in Cornwall
- Critical Productions Interviews Dr Afonso on Geophysics for Minerals
- Camborne School of Mines SEG Chapter Visits Cornwall Resources Ltd
- Register for 6th Edition of EIT Raw Materials Summit in Brussels
- Register for the Canadian Indigenous Investment Summit in London
- News Round Up
- Register for E-Waste World Expo and Conferences 2024
- Register for the London Indaba 2024
- Events Calendar

This month's newsletter has been put together by Eileen Maes, CMA (UK) and Tiffany Sarfo.

Subscribe to our monthly newsletter by joining our mailing list under 'Contact'

Would you like to feature in a future edition?
Contact our editor Eileen at eileen@criticalmineral.org
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On 30 April, the Critical Minerals Association (UK)'s Perceptions & Engagement Working Group hosted a breakfast reception at Innovation Zero 2024 in London.

The event focused on the importance of ‘Responsible Mining for Net Zero: Nurturing the UK Talent Pipeline’, and included welcoming remarks from Eileen Maes (Communications Manager, CMA UK) and a presentation by our Working Group Chairs, Lucy Crane (Cornish Lithium) and Chris Stockey (Satarla). Lucy and Chris highlighted the demand for critical minerals, the urgency of the skills gaps, and inspiring initiatives here in the UK that are trying to cultivate the talent pipeline. Lucy and Chris then invited guests to share and discuss their thoughts on modern perceptions of mining industry and how can we collaborate to improve them.

Thank you to everyone who attended our breakfast reception, including Innovate UK and the Department for Energy Security & Net Zero.
On 23 April, Steve Double MP, Vice Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Critical Minerals, led a 90-minute Westminster Hall debate on ‘the supply of lithium and other critical minerals’.

“From medicines to smartwatches, critical minerals are needed now more than ever before,” he said. Steve also noted the creation of the UK Critical Imports Council, of which our Founder and CEO Kirsty Benham is a member.

The House then heard from Cherilyn Mackrory MP, Chair of the APPG, and Sarah Jones MP, Shadow Minister for Industry & Decarbonisation, who highlighted the pioneering work of the Critical Minerals Association (UK). The debate concluded with a statement from Alan Mak MP, Minister of State for the Department of Business & Trade, who looks forward to working with us.

READ ON HERE
On 17 April, UK Government took further action to secure the UK’s supplies of critical goods with the launch of a new Critical Imports Council, composed of 23 industry leaders.

The Council brings together expertise from industry and academia to advise on the development of resilience in UK supply chains for items critical to the UK’s economic prosperity, national security and essential services. It builds on the Government’s first-of-its-kind Critical Imports and Supply Chains Strategy, launched in January.

The CMA (UK) is pleased that our Founder and CEO, Kirsty Benham, has been invited to be a member of the Council. We look forward to working Minister Mak and the rest of the Council, including IOM3, Johnson Matthey and SMMT to deliver on the UK’s strategic objectives.

READ ON HERE
On 25 April, UK Foreign Secretary David Cameron visited Mongolia at the invitation of Foreign Minister Battsetseg Batmunkh, reaffirming the UK-Mongolian partnership.

In official talks, the Ministers reiterated their commitment to broadening cooperation on bilateral issues such as trade and investment, science and technology, health, education, digital governance and geology. They signed a 'Joint Cooperation Roadmap towards a Comprehensive Partnership', as well as a Memorandum of Understanding on Critical Minerals which provides a framework for partnership for promoting trade and investment in critical minerals, sharing expertise for mapping and surveying of critical mineral resources, and upholding transparency and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) standards.

READ ON HERE
This month UK Foreign Secretary David Cameron visited Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and Mongolia as part of a broader UK ambition to “increase engagement with this pivotal region of the world”.

He met with the region’s leaders to deepen cooperation on shared challenges from climate to counterterrorism, as well as announcing £50 million in development funding.

Building on the success of the Department for Business and Trade’s Kazakh-Mongolian Critical Minerals Delegation to the UK in March 2024, we hope that the Foreign Secretary’s discussions with Central Asian leaders encompassed critical minerals and the important role it plays in economic resilience and growth as we approach Net Zero.

READ ON HERE

Photo credit: UK Government
On 18 April, the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) released its 2023 Progress Report, highlighting pivotal developments and activities in 2023 driving progress in EITI implementing nations across its six strategic priorities.

Priorities include navigating the energy transition, addressing corruption risks, informing investment decisions, and publishing open data. “In a world where volatility is the new normal, extractive industries find themselves at a critical crossroads”, says Helen Clark, Board Chair at EITI.

The report also showcases leading practices in key areas of extractive sector management, such as beneficial ownership transparency, community engagement, and corporate reporting.

READ THE REPORT HERE
On 5 April, the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) launched a new website for their new Consolidated Mining Standard Initiative (CMSI). Working together with the Copper Mark, the Mining Association of Canada, and the World Gold Council, ICMM has consolidated their four existing standards into one comprehensive standard for responsible mining.

This initiative responds to the clear signal the ICMM partners have received from investors, civil society, customers, policy makers and mining companies. The existing standards landscape has become too complex and inconsistent for stakeholders seeking assurances that metals and minerals are being responsibly produced, and too challenging and distracting for operators.

ICMM will be launching a public consultation soon to hear industry views on the new CMSI. The proposed standard will be overseen by an independent, multi-stakeholder Board and underpinned by a robust assurance and audit process.

The event showcased new insights and collaborations in material research and innovation across the UK, with targeted seminars on a range of cutting-edge issues.

The CMA (UK) was delighted to attend the event as well as sponsor Innovate UK’s afternoon reception, with our Founder & CEO Kirsty Benham delivering a presentation on the UK industry critical minerals landscape. Adriana Zamora (Minviro) presented on rare earths (REE) and life cycle assessments, Danny McNiece (Pensana Plc) on developing one of the world’s largest REE mines in Angola, and there were also presentations from Seloxium and HyproMag.

Critical Productions (CP) was on site filming and conducting interviews for a video. Keep an eye out for their content!

READ ON HERE
On 23 May, Innovate UK KTN is running a series of workshops at the Materials Processing Institute in Middlesbrough on Artificial Intelligence (AI).

AI represents a significant opportunity to accelerate innovation across the whole materials value chain. However, adoption remains low for several reasons, primarily limited awareness of the potential applications and solutions.

These workshops will illuminate the barriers and opportunities in AI adoption; how materials businesses can benefit from AI and the range of applications for AI across the materials value chain; case studies and the kinds of AI solutions that are currently being developed for the materials sector; as well as a tour of the Materials Processing Institute to see examples of AI being put in practice.

**REGISTER HERE**
RESPONSIBLE RAW MATERIALS HOSTS 2024 CONFERENCE

From 29 April - 3 May, Responsible Raw Materials hosted its virtual 2024 Annual Conference on ‘Critical Choices’, dedicated to exploring innovative models, enabling risk-informed decision-making, and fostering new collaboration to de-risk and redesign responsible mineral value chains.

The conference focuses on threats and opportunities for the extraction, production and consumption of raw materials-- what is evolving, and what remains unchallenged, misunderstood or under-explored in this landscape.

There is still time to catch Responsible Raw Materials’ final day session by registering below. All of the conference’s sessions are also recorded and accessible below, as well as a wide repository of videos from Responsible Raw Materials’ previous conferences and webinars.

REGISTER & WATCH HERE
On April 5, US Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken, accompanied by Under Secretary Fernandez, hosted an event with the European Commission’s Executive Vice President and Trade Commissioner Valdis Dombrovskis to formally launch the Minerals Security Partnership (MSP) Forum in Leuven, Belgium.

Ministers from MSP partner nations and minerals-producing countries were invited to participate virtually and in person. In-person attendees included Thomas Alweendo (Minister for Mines & Energy of Namibia), Volodymyr Kuzio (Deputy Minister of Economy of Ukraine), Kanat Sharlapaev (Minister of Industry and Construction of Kazakhstan), and Laziz Kudratov (Minister of Investment, Industry & Trade of Uzbekistan).

The MSP Forum provides a platform for nations to consider and advance projects and policies of high environmental, social, and governance (ESG) standards, with the aim of promoting the development of resilient supply chains.

READ ON HERE
On 2 April, the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Fossil Energy and Carbon Management announced a $75 million funding package for a project to develop a Critical Minerals Supply Chain Research Facility.

As part of President Biden’s Investing in America agenda, the project aims to strengthen domestic supply chains, help meet growing demand for critical minerals and materials, and reduce reliance on unreliable foreign sources.

The project also supports President Biden’s Executive Order 14017, which has made it an official policy of the US to develop resilient and diverse critical mineral and material supply chains, which are central for U.S. energy security, economic prosperity, and national security as they underpin many clean energy technologies, vital manufacturing processes, and several key defense applications.

READ ON HERE
On 25 March, Mkango Resources Ltd. announced a series of milestones for its company, as well as the successful raising of £750,000 in funds to advance their rare earth magnet recycling projects in the UK and Germany.

Initial commercial sales of neodymium magnets (NdFeB) via HyProMag's short-loop recycling process at Tyseley Energy Park in the UK is targeted for the second half of 2024, with Germany's production targeted for 2025.

The full commissioning of their pilot scale long-loop recycling process at Tyseley to produce rare earth carbonates and oxides is also targeted for the first half of 2024.

The completion of HyProMag's USA Feasibility Study has been targeted for the end of 2024, with the scope of the study comprising of 3 Hydrogen Processing of Magnet Scrap spokes and 1 magnet manufacturing hub located in Texas.
Conducted by a consortium of regional government, academic and other stakeholders, on 5 April Cornwall released a case study on optimising resource management for critical raw materials projects in the region under the guidelines of the United Nations Resources Management System (UNRMS).

The UNRMS case study, the first of its kind for Cornwall, informed intergovernmental discussions at UNECE Resource Management Week from 22 - 26 April in Geneva, Switzerland. The UNRMS, developed in alignment with the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and the 2016 Paris Agreement, aims to transform regional and national approaches to resource extraction, processing and sustainability.

For thousands of years before tin and copper mines began operating in Cornwall, mining played a huge role in the economy and identity of the region. Cornwall’s mining landscapes became a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2006.

READ ON HERE
Theoretical geophysicist Professor Juan Carlos Afonso from the University of Twente joined Critical Productions (CP) this month to explore how geophysics can help identify the ‘Goldilocks conditions’ of where specific minerals can form. Discovering this can improve the success rate of discovering and accessing the minerals we need to build green technologies.

Professor Afonso details how one of his projects has combined data from satellites and land-based sensors to generate intricate datasets, previously thought impossible to achieve.

He explains how Earth is one of the most complicated natural systems, which makes it impossible for us to collect all of the data we need to truly understand it. We have to be comfortable with incomplete datasets, and therefore comfortable with uncertainty. But once we understand the factors that control that uncertainty, we can learn how to reduce it, and therefore stand a chance of making more accurate and responsible decisions when it comes to geological exploration and material extraction.

WATCH CP’S VIDEO HERE
In the first week of April, the Camborne School of Mines (CSM) hosted their first field trip for their Society of Economic Geologists (SEG) student chapter.

The chapter visited Cornwall Resources Limited’s tin-tungsten-copper project in Redmoor, where students got their hands on some drilling core, learned about different styles of mineralisation on the property, and gained insights into re-logging workflow and ongoing exploration activities.

The chapter then travelled to Bodmin Moor to learn about the area’s mining history. South Caradon was a prosperous copper mine in the 17th century that exploited copper oxide and sulphide lodes, paid their miners well and benefitted the local community. A wide range of minerals can still be found on the site including covellite, purple fluorite, and bornite.
The 6th edition of the Raw Materials Summit, set for May 14-16 at The Egg in Brussels, is Europe’s leading conference for the raw materials sector. Hosted by EIT RawMaterials, over 1,000 industry leaders, policymakers, and academics will convene to advance Europe’s raw materials agenda.

The summit will address key issues like Europe’s energy independence, innovation, and workforce development. Expect dynamic debates, networking opportunities, and an Innovation Village showcasing pioneering start-ups.

Members benefit from CMIA’s media partnership and can request a 10% discount code from event@cmialliance.com

REGISTER HERE
On 7 May, the CIBC, gigCMO Limited and McCarthy Tétrault are hosting the Canadian Indigenous Investment Summit in London, showcasing a range of investment opportunities in Canada's energy, natural resources, and infrastructure sectors, with a focus on the critical role of Indigenous communities in sustainable growth.

The event will provide industry leaders and Indigenous representatives with the opportunity to network and discuss the business landscape. The day’s dynamic panels discussions, interactive workshops and insightful roundtables will focus on navigating investment complexities and ensuring financial returns contribute to Canada's social and environmental well-being.

Secure your place now for a memorable and transformative experience at the intersection of cultural integration and investment opportunities.

REGISTER HERE
The following news articles from Argus Media, Mining Weekly, Mining Magazine, Financial Times, and others, provide an overview of critical mineral mining for:

- Cobalt
- Copper
- Graphite
- Lithium
- Nickel
- Manganese
- Rare Earth Elements
- Tin
- Tungsten
- Vanadium

*The Critical Minerals Association (UK) takes no credit for any articles and makes no endorsement of any of the content.*
Cobalt

• Africa
  ○ DRC: Congolese Regulatory Authority [08.04.24]
    ▪ China’s CMOC Group signs agreement to enable more Congolese participation in its supply chain.
    ▪ Read the article here.
  ○ DRC: Zijin Mining Group Ltd [23.04.24]
    ▪ Zijin Mining to cooperate with Congolese officials after discovering above-normal radiation levels in shipment.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Europe
  ○ Luxembourg: ERG [09.04.24]
    ▪ Eurasian Resources Group (ERG) seeks to supply cobalt to the Japanese Market
    ▪ Read the article here.

• North America
  ○ USA: Glencore PLC [03.04.24]
    ▪ Letter of Intent signed by Glencore and EVelution to establish cobalt processing plant in the US.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Oceania
  ○ Australia: Cobalt Blue Holdings Ltd [18.04.24]
    ▪ Cobalt Blue fundraises $5 million for refinery and re-mining initiatives.
    ▪ Read the article here.
Copper

• Asia
  ○ China: Nornickel [23.04.24]
    ▪ Nornickel seeks to move copper smelting production from Russia to China.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Africa
  ○ Cote d’Ivoire: Awale Resources Ltd [18.04.24]
    ▪ Awale Resources acquires $10M funding to explore Cote d’Ivoire’s untapped copper potential.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• North America
  ○ Canada: Kodiak Copper Corp. [25.04.24]
    ▪ Significant copper porphyry deposit discovered at Kodiak’s ‘MPD’ project in British Columbia.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Oceania
  ○ Australia: QMines Ltd [12.04.24]
    ▪ QMines aims to become Australia’s first carbon-neutral copper producer.
    ▪ Read the article here.

  ○ Australia: BHP [25.04.24]
    ▪ BHP proposes $38.8b unsolicited, non-binding all-share buyout bid for Anglo American.
    ▪ Read the article here.
Graphite

• Africa
  ○ Mauritius: NextSource Materials Inc. [02.04.24]
    ▪ NextSource Materials reveals plans to build graphite purification plant in Mauritius.
    ▪ Read the article here.
  ○ Tanzania: Marula Mining PLC [24.04.24]
    ▪ Marula granted 8 more licenses for graphite projects in Tanzania.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Oceania
  ○ Australia: International Graphite [24.04.24]
    ▪ International Graphite raises $3 million to fund feasibility studies for its Springdale Graphite Project.
    ▪ Read the article here.
  ○ Australia: Volt Resources Ltd [24.04.24]
    ▪ Volt Resources secures A$1 million loan agreement to enhance its graphite strategy.
    ▪ Read the article here.
Lithium

• Africa
  ○ Tanzania: Titan Lithium Inc [15.04.24]
    ▪ X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis confirms widespread lithium-bearing minerals at Titan’s Titan 1 and Titan 2 projects.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Europe
  ○ Ireland: European Lithium Ltd [22.04.24]
    ▪ European Lithium has finalised a binding agreement for the acquisition of Leinster Lithium Project.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• North America
  ○ USA: Department of Energy [21.04.24]
    ▪ Chemists at Oak Ridge National Lab identifies aluminium hydroxide is at least 5x more effective at extracting lithium ions from solution.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• South America
  ○ Argentina: UMPC [21.04.24]
    ▪ United Arab Emirates (UAE) mining company invests $550m to explore Rio Grande Sur salar in Catamarca province.
    ▪ Read the article here.
  ○ Chile: Rio Tinto Group  [24.04.24]
    ▪ Eramet, LG and Rio Tinto to propose novel lithium extraction technology for Chilean salt flats.
    ▪ Read the article here.
Manganese

• Africa
  ◦ Botswana: Giyani Metals Corp. [10.04.24]
    ▪ Giyani Metals to commence infill drilling at K.Hill project in southern Botswana.
    ▪ Read the article here.

  ◦ Kenya: Marula Mining PLC [17.04.24]
    ▪ Marula Mining obtains mineral dealer’s trading licence which will allow the company to trade manganese ores until 31 December 2024.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Europe
  ◦ Czech Republic: Euro Manganese Inc [02.04.24]
    ▪ Euro Manganese receives environmental permit for Chvaletice Manganese Project.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Oceania
  ◦ Australia: Element 25 Ltd [08.04.24]
    ▪ The Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility completes strategic assessment of Element 25's Butcherbird manganese expansion project.
    ▪ Read the article here.

  ◦ Australia: South32 [22.04.24]
    ▪ South32's manganese operations estimated to remain suspended until the third quarter of the 2025 financial year.
    ▪ Read the article here.
Nickel

• Europe
  ○ Spain: Denarius Metals Corp [11.04.24]
    ▪ Denarius Metals publishes prefeasibility study to support reopening of its 50%-owned nickel-copper mine in Spain.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• North America
  ○ Canada: Talon Metals Corp [09.04.24]
    ▪ Talon Metals shares progress updates of Minnesota nickel production hub.
    ▪ Read the article here.

  ○ USA [12.04.24]
    ▪ USA discuss plans to support the Philippines with infrastructure, semiconductor, and nickel processing projects in trilateral meeting with Japan and the Philippines.
    ▪ Read the article here.

  ○ Canada: The Metals Company [23.04.24]
    ▪ Canadian deep-sea mining exploration company achieves a world-first by successfully producing nickel sulphate from seafloor polymetallic nodules.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Oceania
  ○ Australia: Western Mines Group [24.04.24]
    ▪ Western Mines nickel sulphide announces discovery of high-grade nickel mineralisation at Mulga Tank nickel project in Western Australia
    ▪ Read the article here.
Rare Earth Elements

• North America
  ○ USA: MP Materials Corp [01.04.24]
    ▪ Canada receives $58.5 million tax credit to establish first fully integrated rare earth magnet manufacturing facility in America.
    ▪ Read the article here.
  ○ USA: American Rare Earth Ltd [10.04.24]
    ▪ Soil samples indicate high-grade REE mineralisation at Halleck Creek Rare Earth Element (REE) project in Wyoming.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Oceania
  ○ Australia: Hancock Prospecting [18.04.23]
    ▪ Gina Rinehart, Australia’s richest woman, through her private company builds stakes in Lynas Rare Earths, adding to a 10% stake in Arafura Rare Earths.
    ▪ Read the article here.
  ○ Australia: Ionic Rare Earths Ltd [24.04.24]
    ▪ Ionic Rare Earths secures $5.5 million through placements to support processing projects.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• South America
  ○ Brazil: Brazilian Critical Minerals Ltd [22.04.24]
    ▪ BCM Ltd identifies one of the world's largest tonnage of fully ionic clay rare earth deposits in its Ema Rare Earths Element (REE) Project.
    ▪ Read the article here.
Tin

- Africa
  - Uganda: Woodcross Resources [04.04.24]
    - Woodcross Resources to own and build Uganda's first tin processing plant.
    - Read the article here.
  - DRC: Tantalex Lithium Resources [23.04.24]
    - Canadian junior Tantalex Lithium reports inaugural export of tin concentrates from its TiTan plant in the DRC.
    - Read the article here.

- Europe
  - UK: Cornish Metals [16.04.24]
    - Cornish Metals’ preliminary economic assessment (PEA) on track as tin price rallies.
    - Read the article here.

Tungsten

- Oceania
  - Tasmania: Group 6 Metals [04.04.24]
    - Group 6 breaks numerous monthly records at its Dolphin tungsten mine on King Island: for the number of ore mined, ore processed, tungsten concentrate produced, and amount of tungsten sold.
    - Read the article here.

- Asia
  - China [23.04.24]
    - Chinese tungsten prices reach 10-year high thanks to production cuts, stricter environmental supervision and strong demand.
    - Read the article here.
Vanadium

• Africa
  ○ South Africa: Vanadium Resources Ltd [12.04.24]
    ▪ Vanadium Resources signs memorandum of understanding with China’s Panjin Hexiang New Materials Technology.
    ▪ Read the article here.

  ○ South Africa: Bushveld Minerals Ltd [23.04.24]
    ▪ Bushveld Minerals operations improve despite “extremely tight” working capital position.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• North America
  ○ USA: Tonogold Resources Inc [12.04.24]
    ▪ Tonogold Resources obtains 13 historic high-grade vanadium/uranium mines after signing term sheet agreement with JAG Minerals USA.
    ▪ Read the article here.

• Oceania
  ○ Australia: Ashley Gold Corp [25.04.24]
    ▪ Ashley Gold releases promising historical drilling result from recently acquired Sahara Utah Uranium-Vanadium asset.
    ▪ Read the article here.

  ○ Australia: Richmond Vanadium Technology Ltd [25.04.24]
    ▪ Richmond Vanadium technology extends bankable feasibility study at Richmond-Julia Creek Project.
    ▪ Read the article here
E-Waste World, Europe's leading conference and exposition dedicated to electronics recycling, is returning to Messe Frankfurt in Germany from 26 - 27 June 2024.

Co-located and composed of three separate events (E-Waste World Conference & Expo, Battery Recycling Conference & Expo, and Metal Recycling Conference & Expo), this series allows for valuable multidisciplinary and cross-sector discussion on supply chain security, the e-waste challenge, and advancing towards sustainability and circularity.

The event will provide access to 200+ Exhibitors from around the world at the free-to-attend Expo, 3,000+ attendees, and a 4-stream Conference hosted by 100+ industry experts.

READ ON HERE
The Critical Minerals International Alliance (CMIA) will be attending this year’s The London Indaba, taking place from 25 - 26 June at the InterContinental Park Lane in London.

The London Indaba takes a pan-African focus on the vital role African countries will play in supplying the minerals and metals of the future, such as PGMs, copper, cobalt, nickel, lithium, graphite, REEs, vanadium, and manganese.

The conference will explore the diverse opportunities for African countries to meet global demand and satisfy investor expectations, offering spaces for finance, industry and government to discuss and network.

[REGISTER HERE]
# EVENTS CALENDAR

## MAY

- **Solar Media | Renewable Energy Revenues Summit |** Hilton Tower Bridge, London | 22 - 23 May
  - [Register here](#)

- **Select Global Events Ltd | The Magnets Show North America |** Pasadena Convention Centre, USA | 22 - 23 May
  - [Register here](#)

- **Reuters Events | Industrial Decarbonisation Europe 2024 |** Amsterdam, NE | 22 - 23 May
  - [Register here](#)

## JUNE

- **Cornish Lithium, ABMEC Events | UK Mining Conference in Cornwall |** Princess Pavilion, Falmouth, UK | 12 - 13 June
  - [Register here](#)

- **Society for Motor Manufacturers & Traders (SMMT) | SMMT International Automotive Summit |** IET London | 25 June
  - [Register here](#)

- **TransWorld Events | E-Waste World Conference & Expo 2024 |** Messe Frankfurt, Germany | 26 - 27 June
  - [Register here](#)

---

**Interested in upcoming events?**

Contact eileen@criticalmineral.org
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